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Flags

Size
The bigger the flag, the better? Not necessarily. Large

Custom Flags

flags weigh more and hinder fluttering ability. More

There’s no good effe ct without good design. T o do

important than the size of a flag is whether its design

its job well your fla g should be designed by a profes-

is recognizable, or whether it’s properly fitted to a flag-

sional graphic designer. You can either email us your

pole, as well as the flagpole’s location. Our standard

own design or take advantage of our graphic studio.

flag size is 130 x 350 cm. At this size it’s possible to

Our professional design staff

print most graphic designs. However, upon request

has vast experience

in satisfying the most demanding customers. .

we can also make custom flags in various sizes and
shapes.

Materials
Our flags are made to flutter in the strongest of winds.
It’s then they have the strongest impact. However, not
only do they have to battle with the wind, but also
with sunshine, acid rain, air pollution, and surprises left
by birds. Our flags are made of high quality polyester
knitted fabric (100% synthetic, 90 or 200 g/m2, B1Certified) specially prepared for overprinting. Heatedtreated, they are highly resistant to the most extreme
weather conditions and their low saturation level protects them from permanent stains. Upon customer request, we will gladly send samples.
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Production

Flags

Fot. Michał Mrozek

We settle the entire production process in one place in
order to monitor the quality and quickly respond to any

Guarantee

customer wish. All seams are made by a solid double

All our flags, regardless of their size, colour or place

stitch. We specially strengthen flag corners so the flag

of exhibition are under guarantee. We guarantee the

does not shred, and on the montage side we sew a du-

durability of seams, carabiners, the permanency of

rable polyester band. Each piece of flag is given plastic

cloth parameters, and the durability of our overprint.

carabiners for raising the flag on a flagpole. Every fin-

We guarantee the highest quality of our products, but

ished flag is then carefully examined to check its quality.

we cannot compete with nature. While being used,
flags are constantly subject to deterioration, not only

Arena & Stadium Flags

because of the influence of weather conditions, but

With our giant crowd flags you can draw attention to

also because of raising and lowering, as well as clean-

your team or company with pizzazz. They’re perfect for

ing or storing. As a result of everyday usage, the aes-

sporting events, opening ceremonies, media coverage,

thetics of a flag deteriorates gradually and irreversibly.

concerts, and rallies. We can print any colour, logo, or
shape that you wish.

Team Flags
Using flags is a wonderful way to represent and show
pride in your team, whether it be at the high school,
college, or professional level.
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Flags

Car Flags
Size: 31x40 cm; printed on polyester material; technology: screen printing or digital printing, allowing for
a full range of colours as well as photographs; printed
in full on the left side of the perforation. The flagpole’s
52 cm tall and made of flexible material, resistant
to driving at speeds of up to 120 km/h, before the
self protection clip slips from the car door window.
The clip fits every type of car. Standard colour: white.

Garlands
Our garlands (20x30 cm) are printed on water-resistant
and fire-retardant polyester knitted fabric 240 g/m2,
using dye-sublimation transfer on one full side. They
are then trimmed at the edges and sewn into a 2x1cm
polyester tape.
We also offer coloured triangle garlands (20x30 cm)
made of 140 g/m2 polyester knitted fabric. The triangles are 20x30 cm and are connected to a 2x1 cm yellow tape. There are 4 pennants per metre. A string of
garlands is 50 metres in length.
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National, state
& municipal flags

National Flags
Our national flags are digitally printed on high quality
polyester fabric 110 g/m2. The 110x70 cm and 145x95 cm
flags have a sleeve on the left side that is 3 cm in diam-

National Flags

eter, perfect for a wooden pole 2,2 cm in diameter. Our

We offer a complete set of national flags that can be

200x125 cm and 350x130 cm flags have carabiners that

raised onto two meter high flagpoles.

make it easy to fasten to any pole.
National flags

Golf Pin Flags
We offer three types of Golf Pin Flags:

Bike Pennant
This Bike Pennant kit consists of bike-mount, fibreglass
pole (175 cm), onion-shaped finial and custom-printed
(dye-sublimation) pennant (polyester knitted fabric, 240 g/
m2). Rectangle and triangle shapes are available: 30x23 cm.

• Single reverse printed on 115 g/m2 polyester fabric,
• Double side printed with black filter in the middle,
205 g/m2 polyester,
• Double side printed 205 g/m2, stitched with nonabsorbent polyethylene foam 1 cm thick to keep the

Municipal flags

flag taught and visible on windy days.

Flag size is 31x40 cm with a plastic tube to make the flag
easy to mount on a pole 15 mm in diameter.
IK

Economy Flag Holder Kit
As many as four 30x40 cm flags can be mounted on

Bunting Fans

this innovative economy flag holder. It’s the perfect

These pleated flags are perfect for creating a unique

economy kit for national holidays, mass sporting

festive atmosphere during both indoor and outdoor

events, and advertising campaigns.

events, whether they be patriotic or religious, or cel-

State flags

ebratory of a certain message or brand name.
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Mini Flags

Pennants
We manufacture miniature pennants in standard
rectangle shapes 13x22 cm, as well as in shapes suggested by our customers. We use high-quality polyester satin for the flags and offer a wide variety of bases.

BatFanettes
These miniature beach & feather flags will look stunning on every desk or table. Printed on polyester satin
they come in four sizes: 14x28, 9x29, 11x23, 9x27 cm.
Minimum order: 10 units.

Table Flags
Our table flags are printed on polyester satin 180 g/
m2. Standard flag size is: 15x24 cm. Minimum order:
10 units.

BatFanette Beach with Suction Cup
The suction cup allows setup on smooth surfaces such
as windshields, windows, and car rooftops.
The pole can easily be adjusted in any direction.
The flag itself is printed using dye-sublimation transfer
on 115g/m2 knitted polyester fabric and is attached to
a fibreglass pole and black polyester sleeve.

Spritello Beach
Spritello Beach is our largest desk flag in the shape of
an insect wing. It’s printed on 115 g/m2 polyester knitted fabric using dye-sublimation transfer. The kit comes
with black etui, fibreglass pole, and round aluminium
base. Size: 23,2x43,5 cm Miniimum order: 10 units.
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Flagpoles

Telescopic Wheel Base & Pole
Wherever a flag must be set up quickly, or only temporarily, or on a surface that does not allow permanent
TOP POLE
Classic finishing of
the pole with either
a gold or onionshaped finial set.

placement, there our telescopic wheel pole is the perfect solution, easy to use, with perfect footing. All that
is needed is half a metre of of flat and hard surface to

WINDTRUCKER
Retractable arm
enabling the flag
to be spread on
windless days.

BANNER BAR
The rotating head
boom as a permanent
arm hanging the flag
to the pole.

set up the base of the pole, and securing it with the
wheel of a vehicle.

• four sections each 150 cm in length
• Maximum pole height from the level of the substrate:

A technical solution to fasten the flag to the pole—for all flag types.

550 cm
WINDTRUCKER
The lower element for
pulling the arm.

• section diameters are as follows : 49.5, 44, 40 and 36 mm
• pole weight 5 kg weight, steel alloys covered with plastic covering 3 kg, weight of the metal base: 3 kg

POLE ROD
Uniform construction of the fiber
mast glass pole.

POLE CONNECTOR
A place to connect
the following sections of aluminum
mast. O-ring type
seal.

• telescopic chassis with
fluid regulation of height
• the top of the pole
is finished with either
a mushroom or onion
shape
• a gaff allows the flag to
be raised outside

CLEAT
Place to connect
the flag used in the
standard version.

LOCK
Closing chamber
protects the flag
from being accessed
by unauthorized
individuals.

LINK
Easy retraction and
removal of the flag
by a cable. Mileage
links inside Improves
Pole aesthetics and
protects access to
the flag.

• flag is permanently
secured to its counter
weight
• a plastic ring connecting
the flag to the pole

• a rugged foot base made

A technical solution used to raise and take down the flag
– universal for all types of poles.

ALUMINIUM
POLE

HINGE
Adjustable element
of the foot.

POLE FOOT
• tilting foot with ferrule
• three anchors with 50 cm in length
to be set in concrete to the ground.

FIBREGLASS
POLE

of either steel or plastic

Elements to fasten the pole to the ground – universal for all types of masts.
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Flagpoles

Indoor flagpoles

Montage

Stable, handsome flagpoles for indoor exhibition in of-

We provide a professional installation service at the

fices, cabinets, in halls (of institutions) or conference

place directed by the customer. To receive detailed in-

rooms. Stable, metal base and aluminum tubes are

formation about the installation specifications (ground,

evenly powder coated in gold.

architectonic regulations, location) contact our office.

• Aluminum flagpole of
a 25 mm in diameter and 200
cm long tube
•

top with a brass ring to

Guarantee
Modern and very durable materials that are used in
the production of our flagpoles allow us to give our
customers a 5 year guarantee on each aluminium or
fibreglass flagpole.

fasten the flag

Flagpole Types
We always have aluminium or fibreglass flagpoles in
stock for indoor and outdoor use. A standard flagpole
– a flag hoisted manually with a rope tied to a cleat

Individual orders

in the lower part of the flagpole. The top is finished

On orders larger than 25 flagpoles we can supply

with a silvery decorative heading. The heading rotates

flagpoles dyed in various colours according to the RAL

freely on its own axis. Additionally, we provide a hinge

scale. We supply one piece flagpoles on order (height

and a set of anchors to be concreted in the ground.

up to 24 metres).

An Internal flagpole has a special mechanism for hoisting and lowering a flag with a crank. This flagpole is
finished with a silvery rotating heading which helps
a flag to catch the wind. A complete set consists of
a hinge and metal anchors to concrete a flagpole in
the ground.
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Large Format Printing

Large Format Printing

Screen Printing
In this technology we manufacture cooperate flags
and banners. Screen printing allows us to print simple vector graphics with colour fulfillment according
to the PANTONE scale. The maximum size of a screen
print is determined by the screens we have at our disposal: The biggest are: 5x1,3 m and 4x1,5 m. The minimum quantity – 5 pieces of one design.

Use
Digital Printing
Using this technology we produce flag, banners and
large format ads. It enables us to print any image,
even a full colour photos, in any quantity (even one
piece). We have printed billboards, stands for cartoon
fronts, vinyl boards, bus stop graphics, or large format
car graphics for our customers. When creating various prints we are not limited by the format size, since
we merge the different parts of the printed material.
If something is within sight, then we are able to print it.
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Large format printing has been finding more and
more uses. We’ve printed billboards, stands for cartoon fronts, vinyl boards, bus stop graphics, or large
format car graphics for our customers. When one of
them sends us a request to print something “large,”
we welcome it gladly, as we are able to manufacture
99% of all large format designs. If something is within
sight then we are able to print it.

Large Format Printing

Materials for overprint
The possibilities of printing on various materials are
constantly growing. We offer most of the materials
required by the market, i.e. strengthened vinyl, transparent vinyl, vinyl net, self – adhesive foil and a wide
range of papers. Accuracy of colour projection is assured by ICC profiles made for each of them. The base
(material) is as important as the print quality, which
is why we use materials from premier suppliers who
value the high standards of their products.

Guarantee
The worst thing that may happen to our large format
prints is lack of interest. Rain, dust, UV rays, frost do
not pose a threat, as the use of modern materials and
technology results in the long term quality of products. We provide a 3 year guarantee on our outdoor
large format prints – without additional protective
layers.
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Banners

Street Banners
We print our street banners on heavyweight blockout

Hanging Exhibit Signs

vinyl (550 g/m2) according to customer wishes and of-

Hanging Exhibit Signs are a fantastic resource for

fer a wide variety of sizes. The banners are highly du-

tradeshow and retail environments. Easy to assemble,

rable and, when mounted on our spring brackets, they

they are visible from all angles.

make for premium advertising kits that can stand up

Features:

to the strongest winds.

• Custom Imprint

Sizes:

• Dye-sublimation printing

• 60 cm x 120 cm

• Polyester knitted fabric (200 g/m2)

• 75 cm x 150 cm

• Fire-retardant (B1-Certified)

• 90 cm x 150 cm

• Aluminium frame

• 75 cm x 210 cm

• Includes a set of cables and carabiners
• Comes with convenient carry bag

Hanging Banners
Hanging banners offer an affordable solution for in-

Round
• 80 x 80 cm
• 150 x 80 cm
• 180 x 80 cm
• 180 x 140 cm (fibreglass frame)

store promotions and tradeshow advertising. They
are easy to set up and are reusable. We print on high
quality materials in various sizes and shapes, and offer
the following frames: wooden sticks, aluminium and
plastic tubes, or flat strips.

Square
• 147 x 147 x (80 or 140) cm
• 220 x 220 x (80 or 140) cm
• 284 x 284 x (80 or 140) cm
• 410 x 410 x (140 or 160) cm

Wall Banners
Provide an inexpensive way
to get your message across.
Our banners can be printed
on two sides (Vinyl 600 g/m2,
or Polyester 200 g/m2) with
a block-out liner, as well as
on one side (Polyester 90 g/
m2). They come with plastic
wall bracket and pole.
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Display Systems

Display Systems
Beach Flags & Feather Flags
BatFans are lightweight, portable advertising flag systems that will ensure your brand, logo or message the
utmost exposure. Using our high tech printing techniques means every one of our flags is manufactured
to the highest standard. Digitally printed or screen
printed in-house resulting in excellent color matching and deep, rich color contrasts, every flag is heat
treated to fix its color and to make it weather proof.

®
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Display Systems

Sandwich Pop-up Banners
Our pop-up banners can be set up and taken down in
seconds, thanks to their unique fibreglass frames. Customprinted on 200 g/m2 polyester-knitted fabric that is both
water-proof and fire-retardant (B1-certified), the banners
make for stunning, eye-catching advertisements, both indoors and outdoors. Each banner comes with its own carry bag and spikes. We offer the following shapes and sizes:
Oval – 270x135, 250x100, 200x100 i 120x70 cm
Square – 140x140 cm
Tower – 100x150, 100x200, 150x300 cm
Rectangle – 300x100, 250x100, 200x100, 150x75, 200x140 cm

®
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Display Systems

Lounge & Lobby Furniture

Director’s Chair

We offer lounge furniture with custom graphics that

Our foldable director’s chair is lightweight, portable

allows free arrangement of ad space according to

and easy to set up. Designed specifically with

customer wishes. The personalized lobby furniture is

portability in mind as it features hinged legs and arms

available in two shapes: square or oval. The entire sur-

to make it more compact during travel, the chair is

face of the furniture is printable, and in areas exposed

perfect for use by trade show exhibitors. Made of

to wear, extra varnish is added to ensure the printing

Ø 22 mm steel with black finish, it is not only sturdy

lasts and the colours remain vibrant. Our machinery

and highly durable, but handsome and eye-catching

and experienced staff allow you to print in small or

as well.

large runs, even with mixed graphics. We can print
any logo, sign or image. A solid frame, polyurethane
foam, and latex printing of the highest quality on eco-

• Custom imprint on both
sides of padded back

leather make for a unique appearance and high ease

• Codura padded seat with full-

of use. For tables we offer squares or rectangles made

colour stitched-in custom

of rigid polyurethane foam with the top layer of the

imprint

print covered with a hard plate. Our custom furniture

• Comes with printed back rest

is small in size, and a set (2 armchairs + sofa) can be

• Secured to chair with Velcro

shipped on a single pallet.
Available with padded arm rests
and side bag.

200x100

120x80
200x140

150x75

250x100

75x150
180x115

300x100

250x100

200x100

140x140

120x70

150x300
100x200
275x135

100x150
180x115
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Display Systems
Pull up stands
In various sizes and various shapes. Printed on PVC
or polyester materials.

Chalice Banner

Lantern Banners

Our Chalice Banners are unique alternatives to beach

Our custom-printed Lantern Banners are stunning eye-

and feather flags, as well as to lantern banners and

catchers that can be used both indoors and outdoors.

spinning darts. Digitally printed on 115 g/m2 polyes-

They are unique alternatives to traditional beach and

ter knitted fabric, and placed on a flexible fiberglass

feather flags, as they can spin gently in the wind. They

forked pole, they can be mounted on a variety of bas-

can be paired with a variety of spikes and bases.

es. Each kit comes with its own carry bag.

Wind screens
Printed on 2 different types of polyester. Standard sizes 70x300
cm and 70x00 cm. Polyester cloth along with 2 beech bars, diameter of 22 mm are packed in a nylon or a polyester bag.
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Display Systems

Cube Bean Bags

Six-Piece Building Block Puzzle

Our custom cube bean bags are printed on high-quality

Although the cubes are perfect for branding, they can

polyester fabric that is both water-proof and fire-retard-

also serve as building blocks for children.

Sideline Markers
Our padded custom-printed sideline markers (20x20”) of-

ant (B-1 certified). We print using dye-sublimation trans-

fer a unique alternative to traditional makers, as not only

fer, making for sharp images and vibrant colours.

can they represent a team, but team sponsors as well. Our
markers are made of rugged cordura and polyester knitted fabrics, come with triangle eyelets and spikes to keep
them secure on windy days, as well as handsome carry
bag. The markers are offered in sets of 11 and 22.

Sideline Safe Sports Barriers

Custom-Printed Bean Bags

Custom Printed Pillows

Our custom bean bags are printed on high-quality poly-

Our custom-printed pillows are light-weight advertise-

ester fabric that is both water-proof and fire-retardant

ments that are not only eye-catching, but comfortable.

(B-1 certified). We print using dye-sublimation transfer,

Made of B1-certified polyester knitted fabric, and filled

making for sharp images and vibrant colours. Each bean

with polyester fluff, they are resistant to all weather con-

bag has its own zipper and liner, which is filled with

ditions. Ideal for both children and adults, they are perfect

polystyrene beads. Personalized printed covers can be

for bars, restaurants, showrooms and outdoor events.

changed to meet customer requirements. A wide variety

We guarantee high quality materials and the durability of

of images can be chosen from our template base, many

our print. We offer pillows in the following sizes: Ø 40 cm,

of which are digital reprints of artwork provided by our

60 cm , 40x40 cm, 50x50 cm, 80x60 cm, 100x60 cm and

stable of professional painters, drafters, and designers.

60x120 cm in these shapes: square, rectangle or circle.

Court Barriers

140x75 cm

120x60 cm

240x60 cm
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Express Tents

Premium Canopy
Premium Canopy comes with a sturdy Ø 40×40 mm
reinforced frame and durable 300 g/m2 reinforced polyester roof. 300 g/m2 add-on walls are also available.
As it is a tent built to last, we offer a 5-year guarantee
on the frame. Features:
• 5-year extended warranty for the frame,
• The only structure on the market compliant with
the requirements of the norm PN-EN 13782:2005
(for 3x3 m, 3x4.5 m and 3x6 m sizes),
• Reinforced, aluminium structure (cross section
40x40 mm) which does not have any loose elements,

Classic Canopy

• All sword-element connectors are made of pres-

Classic Canopy offers an affordable solution for those
looking for a custom printed scissor-framed tent, but
are on a tight budget. Each tent after folding is only
160 cm long, therefore it can be easily transported in
most cars. Every tent package includes a set of lines
and pins that secure the tent in bad weather conditions. Assembly is very easy thanks to the construction
without any loose parts. 4-level height regulation allows the tent to be adjusted to the user’s needs. The
roof and walls are made of water resistant and double
impregnated polyester fabric. Features:
• 3-year warranty for the frame,
• Light aluminium structure (leg cross section 30x30
mm) which does not have any loose elements,
• Aluminum

connectors

(instead

of

plastic)

strengthening the structure,
• The canopy and walls are made of wear resistant,
water resistant and double impregnated polyester fabric with the density of 220 g/m2.
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sure die cast aluminium reinforcing the frame,
• The canopy and walls are made of reinforced,
wear and tear resistant, water resistant and double impregnated polyester fabric,
• 5 colours of construction: white, green, blue, black
and grey.

Display Systems

Canvas prints
Canvas prints of artwork by renowned painters
and modern graphic artists beautifully fill the empty spaces on office walls and on the walls of hotel
corridors and guest rooms. Send us a digital photo
and we can print it for you on canvas. It will make
an excellent present. We print at high resolution on
either PVC-coated cotton or on polyester material
that weighs 200 g/m2.
The artwork is then pulled over a stretcher bar
frame. In larger sizes, eg 100x150 cm, the frame
is reinforced with cross bars. We can mount on
stretcher strips measuring 10cm in length, in even
sizes of 80x90, 90x100, 100x110 cm, etc. So it is
possible to order a frame of almost any size.Once

Advertising Cans

mounted on the frame, the artwork is carefully
packed so that it salefy reaches an awaiting client.

Balloons

Sky Dancer
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